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and to the republic of which it stands one nation under god indivisible with liberty and 
justice 

award education met in a work session prior to this meeting to review part two of the 

budget which frank will present to us in a few minutes the board of education did uh enter 

into executive session to discuss confidential information regarding negotiations a legal 

issue and the employment history of particular persons and there is a slight change to the 

personnel actions the addition of boys lacrosse program assistance which you should have 
a copy at your desk we have um there's uh not an agenda 

yeah it looks like this yeah everybody have that boys lacrosse uh there is a need for an 

executive session after the meeting to continue discussing confidential information uh 

regarding the employment history of a particular person so we have a motion to uh 

approve the amen 

kathy all those in favor is anyone opposing 

uh next I’d like to uh motion to accept the minutes as presented for the February 23 2021 

meeting 

all those in favor anyone opposed or needing to abstain got it thank you uh we do have 

some special presentations like frank is on first for the preliminary 20 21 22 budget 

personnel and benefits 

hey good evening so tonight we're uh let me get this going 

we're talking about the third phase of our budget presentation so it's an overall four 

presentations on the budget uh this being the third march 23rd will be our fourth and then 

uh hopefully the state has a budget by April 1st it's a little questionable right now um and 

then the board would adopt the budget for 2122 school year on April 13 and our last date 

that we can possibly adopt the budget is on April 23rd so really the only thing that would 

hold this up is the state not having a budget tonight the third part we're talking about 

personnel and benefits so we'll begin on the salary side for the instructional site 

administration and teaching so we'll have four columns 1920 actual expense in each of the 

different categories 2021 budget current budget and then the proposed budget for next 

school year so what I’m going to talk about are basically the changes the first thing is our 

contractual obligations we have contracts with eight associations that we have to uh 

commit to but that we have committed to that we have to honor therefore you see those 

increases are in our in these numbers we also have 12 retirements 11 in the teaching ranks 
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and one administrator and we have 12 replacements that are included in these numbers 

um that's a reduction of 427 000 from the current year the contractual obligations was an 

increase of 801 000 the retirements is 427 000 on a reduction and that's basically because 

the people retiring are making more than the brand new hires refer to that as breakage we 

also at the end of last school year when we had completed our budget process and 

ultimately the vote based on the pandemic and the needs of the children we added a social 

worker so we've put that social worker in this budget now because we didn't get it into 

2021 even though we approved it we're putting it in for 21.22 here that's a 46 000 plus 

increase and then with our pool you're going to hear a few other things about the pool in 

the non-instructional area we've added 15 000 for a head lifeguard position so it's uh it's a 

stipend that we pay additional hourly pay to people to be the lifeguards there's a need for a 

lot of life in arts because of the size um so you'll see as I said earlier in the non-instruction 

we are playing a lot more lifeguards and then we put in there what we refer to as COVID or 

the pandemic related instruction remediation so we're not certain uh when we do open up 

next year um hopefully that what are we going to need what type of remediation are we 

going to need for the kids is it going to be an additional teaching remote teaching um social 

worker or whatever so we put a hundred thousand dollars into the budget for that need 

and it's something that a lot of schools are doing similar we just don't know what that need 

might be at this point so overall with those changes which is driving all this that 535 000 

575 change in the far right you see an increase on the instructional salaries of a little over 
two percent for next school year 

 

now on the non-instructional the support salaries okay so again we have contractual 

obligations that we have to honor that generates 356 000 additional monies we are 

increasing uh secretary hours in the continuing education department basically continuing 

education is the department that's helping us run the pool as far as after hours our goal 

when we sold the pool to the community was to open the community or the pool to the 

community as well as the fitness center that's why we have that adjoining hallway that we 

built we haven't opened the fitness room yet because of the pandemic but we have opened 

the pool and quite honestly it's going very well a lot of community members enjoy the pool 

they're having a good time and coming in we're keeping it safe with the distancing and 

sanitizing and so forth so it's been safe but they've been enjoying it and that's really what 

we wanted to do and that's what like i said will be sold to the community as what we were 

going to do but there's a need uh for more work in the continuing education department 

therefore we're adding the hours it's about a 70 200 increase we also have a anticipated 

retirement in the uh physical therapist assistant position that we're going to replace with a 

physical therapist so that's an 8700 increase the difference between those salaries again 

with the pool greeters okay we started this year with a greeter uh we're looking at 

potentially two breeders down the road once we open up the fitness room so we've added 

twenty thousand dollars for that and then as i said earlier the lifeguards so we have 

another sixteen thousand dollars that we added for additional lifeguards we've been 
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training quite a few we have a lot of students that are interested and we have graduates 

and over the 18 age of 18 uh kids and people that are coming back and outreach so we've 

usually had maybe less than 10 lifeguards 10 we'll say we're getting closer to the need for 

50. and it's not that they're all needed at the same time but you've got multiple days and 

multiple times during the day and when we use the pool for phys ed we have to have 

lifeguards for physics as well so we're trying to staff that pool the best we can and it's going 

to take a little time but we're doing pretty good on training and getting lifeguards training 

we're also looking at a succession planning we have numerous retirements over the next 

few years in our technology department we see the need for a programmer due to potential 

retirements in the near future so we've added 50 000 in here for a programmer and that's 

not going to cover the cost of a programmer but our goal is to possibly hire someone later 

part of the year or middle of next school year thus the 50 000 would cover us so that by the 

beginning of the following year 22-23 we would have a full-time programmer at the right 

salary with another increase in that 22-23 budget we also have a retirement in the clerk 

two uh office work a nineteen thousand dollar reduction and then we have uh some change 

in the bus mechanic from a bus helper to a bus mechanic which is about three thousand 

dollar increase so overall that's four hundred and forty two thousand dollar increase on a 

non-instructional which is about a three point seven two percent increase and overall 

between the instructional and non-instructional we're looking at 978 000 increase or 2.53 

percent so corresponding with the salaries we have benefits employees retirement is what 

all the non-instructional people are in that retirement plan that rate has gone up a little 

over one percent from what it was a year ago 15.2 to 16.2 approximately that's going to 

generate additional 209 000. the teachers retirement was in the mid 90s last year it's closer 

to 10 this year plus you have additional salaries that's the increase of 53 000. so security 

goes up because salaries goes up okay and the threshold has gone up a little bit but that's 

still based on salaries workers comp we do have some claims that we've had over the years 

and we're increasing that cost by 69 000. life insurance and unemployment our 

unemployment this year was sky high 30 000 as you'll see we spent 6 600 last year we had 

one quarter this past few months where one month out of the quarter was 186 thousand 

dollars well then why don't you have the budget go on okay I’ll answer that question thank 

you very much well a lot of that when the pandemic started people were com were putting 

in claims and instead of the unemployment bureau looking at what the employer was 

saying about the claims they were just paying them and people were claiming things that 

they felt they were entitled to even though they had a job guaranteed in September they're 

now being called back to send that money back okay so we're getting credits a lot of credits 

and in addition the federal government is starting to pick up some of that cost as well 

therefore we kept the number the same but that was a little bit of a hectic situation once 

the pandemic said almost everything else that was one of them i think everybody was 

interested in an extra six hundred dollars that the federal government was putting on the 
table 
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health insurance you see an increase of 610 000 which basically is about a 5 increase which 

is extremely low we are looking at our plan which is a consortium of 19 schools in monroe 

county including BOCES our plan actually for 21 went up four percent but as you know next 

school year encompasses half of 21 and half of 22. so 21 is 4 we're not sure exactly what 22 

will be at this point we don't set that rate until November for the next calendar year so 

we've estimated a little bit higher there but as you know if you look at the competitive rates 

that Excellus is charging on the street to the community you're double digits all day so our 

plan has been doing quite well over the years and trying to maintain our health costs our 

premiums the dental we're looking at a similar number there retirement incentive would 

be the same and employee assistance program is the same so overall our benefits are up a 
little over a million dollars or 4.88 

 

so now we have our tax cap calculation which I have discussed over the last two 

presentations but I’ll reveal one more time as you all recall everybody believes our tax cap 

is two percent that's what the budget can change the tax levy could change from one year 

to the next well actually there's a formula that we have to go through we start off at the top 

with that 38 million 213 that's this current year's tax levy the total money we receive from 

all the taxpayers in the four towns that encompass our school district and i say four times 

because we do have about eight ten homes in Sweden that is part of our school let alone 

chili and Riga we then multiply that by the growth factor which is given to us by the state of 

new York 1.0062 we then add the pilots of 316 000 those are the businesses that come into 

our community they don't go on to the tax roll but they pay in lieu of taxes an example 

would be American packaging over in Chili recently came on in a couple past couple years 

that gives us a new total of 38 million 766 we then can multiply that by the consumer price 

index or two percent whichever is lower cpi is 1.23 percent and then we have to subtract 

what we think the pilots will be next year so you have a growth going on from this year to 

next we have to subtract that that's that negative 403 745 and then that 391 is the deferred 

amount in other words in the past few years we've not gone to the exact cap we've stayed 

below the cap we're able to carry that money forward and add it into our formula to 

calculate the new cap for future years therefore when you add that 391 in there the total in 

the yellow bar is 39 million 230 compared to the 38 million 213 it's an increase of a little 

over a million dollars 1 million 17 000 which is 2.66 so our two percent tax cap is truly 2.66 

for next school year 

 

so this just over views the entire budget uh as to where we are right now and usually at this 

time we have budget gaps because we're always waiting for the state to finalize their 

budget and again this shares the same situation it's a little bit more unique this year and 

we'll talk about revenues at the next presentation but here we go right now so we start off 

this is our new budget total for 19 I’m sorry for 21.22 91 million 368 047 we'll offset that 

with revenues of 85 million 581 which includes the current year's tax left it doesn't have a 
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change in the taxes yet that's the current year levy with the anticipated revenues for next 

year 

 

when you net that all we have a gap of 5.7 million dollars now we have some assumptions 

or basically our savings accounts that we're going to use again so we have appropriated 

fund balance of a million 662 that we're going to use 

 

pandemic adjustment which is more savings account that we took out last year right at the 

end before we voted 817 000 so right there we have 2.4 million of our savings that we're 

using to balance our budget so just think about your home budgets don't put it in the 

millions but put it into thousands we can do that and say you're a couple thousand dollars 

short or two hundred dollars short that you have to put savings in what happens eventually 

the savings will go away that's what you have to worry about in the future in addition to 

the fund balance we have reserve funds and we're using those reserve funds as well now 

the reserve funds can only be used up to the amount of money that's budgeted i'll talk 

about that in a second so unemployment remember that thirty thousand so we're going to 

use thirty thousand of the unemployment rates we can't go more we can use up to the 

budget amount workers comp that's at 491 000 we just saw on the prior slide we're going 

to use up to that amount and again these are savings accounts but they're coming from 

reserves we're able to use them to offset those costs and then you have employees 

retirement which is 873 000 but actually the actual expense was over a million dollars so 

we're not using that to the max but we're using 873 000 of that reserve so now you take all 
that savings money away from that 5.7 million diet we're down to 1.9 million dollar gap 

 

let's assume even though our cap is 2.66 and that's what that two will represent we're only 

going to go up two percent well two percent on the taxes is additional seven hundred sixty 

five thousand dollars but we have a gap of one million nine eleven so then that's out to a 

gap of one million one hundred forty six thousand dollars remains and that's what we're 

waiting for the state to give us their final budget and like i said in our next meeting we'll be 

talking about the revenues and you'll see what's happening on the revenues with the 

pandemic money that the federal government's given the states that ultimately is coming to 

the schools so with that that concludes tonight's presentation and i'll entertain any 

questions any questions thank you 

 

that's the privilege of the floor i believe we have some speakers here tonight that want to 

address the board uh we will allow up to five individuals to speak um if as long as 

registered with Mary if you're addressing the board you want to make sure that you're 

aware that although this is a business meeting that is open to the public it is not a public 
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forum so therefore the board will listen to your questions and concerns but will not receive 

an answer from the board this evening your concerns will be taken into consideration by 

the board in addition the board reserves the right to place limits on the amount of time 

allotted so therefore beginning with our first registered guest when addressing the board 

we'd like you to adhere to the code of conduct when you're speaking do not mention 

individuals by name and keep your remarks to three minutes so tonight's speakers um i 
have first on my list um ashley has sally 

 

right here yes that's fine i think all right good evening my name is Ashley Casacelli my 

daughter Audrey casa sally is in second grade at Fairbanks road I stand here tonight 

seeking answers to so many of our questions about the timeline and status of reopening 

our schools on Friday we received a robocall informing us that there is a committee formed 

i want to know who is in this committee how many people are in this committee when do 

they meet and how do i get my voice and my opinion heard i understand that there are 

questions you need answered as well in order to get our schools open but I’m watching and 

reading the same speeches and documents as you when it comes to reopening our schools 

Michael Mendoza on February 22nd said repeatedly he had no authority to approve or 

deny county reopening further he said he had no authority to open or close schools but that 

it is the job of the superintendents to submit plans to the state the state or Cuomo has said 

that it's up to the schools now I’m sure if you're like me it's leaving you scratching your 

head and wondering how in the world do we get off of this vicious circle but what i really 

see in here with this is just do it just open the schools come up with your plan use this 

committee which hopefully has more than five people on it and submit these plans to the 

parents and be open and clear with us on the intentions and get the kids in school mass fine 

barriers fine teachers who don't want to teach 100 in person because they are afraid fine 

let them teach the students who won't be coming back 100 this is just as much of a fight on 

behalf of our teachers right now too trust me I see how hard my daughter's teacher is 

working this is not a knock to her but it's unfair for her to try and fully engage half of her 

class online and the rest who is in person simultaneously eight-year-olds at the same time 

in two completely different learning environments it's not for fair for her to gauge if the 

students are understanding the lesson and if she should spend more time with it because 

it's proving to be more difficult for the sake of trying to maintain the timeline because we 

parents or daycare facilities are also trying to maintain the timeline and schedule the day 

and cannot easily adjust to these fluctuations it's not fair for the teacher to spend however 

many hours she spends every day or week loading every piece of paper or link so that all 

the kids have what they need I also don't understand how our kids only spend 40 percent 

of their school week in person and the rest is done from home and yet we have 

superintendence days on Mondays and Fridays removing days of in-person instruction 

from our kids instead of utilizing Wednesdays i don't understand how these board of 

education meetings are only allowing a maximum of five people in attendance we have 

auditoriums in our schools why not get a list of people who want to attend and move to the 
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auditorium on days when more parents want to come why is it that i never received the 

questionnaire for the Wednesday decision why isn't there more communication from you 

the board to us parents outside of a vague two-minute voicemail if you want to represent 

us in this district and make sure you're doing what we're asking and hoping for then this 

forum needs to open up more at the end of the day i know my child is not the exception to 

this but she represents the majority of how kids are handling this chaos she is stressed she 

is exhibiting anxiety she is an only child and needs to be social with kids her age the teacher 

even sent home a class list with contact information for us parents to arrange play dates 

outside of school because she sees her and knows how much this lack of social interaction 

is hurting her students i had to ask for extra help for Audrey this year due to the frustration 

and the difficulty of schooling from home the answer was an extra 30 minutes a week over 

zoom this isn't the answer when kids need help they need the instructor sitting next to 

them and helping them look at the problem talking through it and solving for it she's 

frustrated with learning this way this style or learning is not productive for her the tears 

and arguments my tears my headaches as i juggle teaching and maintaining productivity in 

my job if my husband isn't at work he doesn't earn a paycheck do you earn a paycheck still 
regardless of remote or in person how many of you have school age children 

 

few of you regard and are they attending public schools so you guys know the frustration 

are they receiving only 40 week of the in-person instruction two days a week are they 

failing are they depressed 

I know there's others out there struggling like my child psychological health is still just as 

important if not more than the virus suicide depression anxiety rates are higher than ever 

right now and we parents aren't even arguing right now for the mass to come off we're 

simply begging and stressing how important it is for our kids to be in the classroom with 

their teachers and their peers the teachers need a little less stress too so they can focus on 

their students that are in the classroom in front of them and helping the child learn and 

grow they need to see the smiles they need to hear how was your weekend what plans do 

you have this weekend it's all missed and that stuff goes so much further sometimes than 

the actual lessons happening it changes your life when you have a teacher who cares and is 

watching you and helping you learn and grow I still have mentors and teachers as an adult 

and I’m in their presence as i continue learning and growing and it makes the world of 

difference the school environment has been more like a prison this year Audrey eats in her 

classroom has art and music in her classroom the least we can do for our kids is allow them 

to be present five days a week and see each other in the classroom again I’m just looking 

for answers I want more transparency from this board from the district how did this 

committee form at what seemed like overnight who makes up this committee parents 

employees residents of the town let's get more visibility to these meetings as well let's 

stream them and open them up to in-person meetings like these i don't think it's fair 

anymore to look at the world around us and continue to argue that opening schools are 

unsafe that logic is not holding up anymore thinking logically i think we need to ask 
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ourselves how can airplanes pack people in like sardines not use barriers only mass and 

that is acceptable and mind you we're not fighting to remove the mass how can our 

students be able to wrestle and play football without mass which is a million percent great 

and fine with me the kids need those sports too but the rest of the student body cannot 

attend school at the same time five days a week how is it that the world has been attending 

sporting events how is it that Disney is open and has been open how is it that locally sea 

breeze and Darien lake will be open this year and the red wings are allowing spectators 

other states have been open with schools just as large as ours and are making it work that's 

all i have for you guys tonight i look forward to hearing from you in your answers hello 

good evening my name is jasmine meisensel i have a fourth grader and a 10th grader today 

I’m not here to speak about my children I’m here to speak for them they would like you to 

know that they want to be in school five days a week enjoying their peers enjoying their 

teachers and other staff that put a smile on their face every day we have no artwork on our 

walls from school we have no instruments to play from school we have no concerts to enjoy 

while seeing our family sit in the auditorium smiling and laughing and clapping for us we 

have lost our fun we have lost our learning we sit behind a computer 68 hours a day 

listening to our teachers speak daily and sometimes having to repeat for some due to Wi-Fi 

issues listening to her say okay we'll be back at 11 and then 2 15 how many hours 

throughout the day are we actually learning how many hours are actually instruction and 

or structure we don't get to hold the flag or do the calendar for the day and say the weather 

we've lost our school interaction and expectations of what we knew as young children a 

year ago and as young adults as we go to enter into the world our senior year we need 

memories we have lost all of our memories i have three words to describe what is 

happening to our children the ones that we have tried to protect the ones that we try to 

shield from hurt and this is a pile of what can't be fixed depression mental health and 

suicide these do not have a recovery rate of 99.6 these can't be vaccinated to avoid these 

are tragedies these are the pandemics these are what our children are experiencing every 

day being out of school you don't want their blood on your hands the therapy sessions are 

growing and growing and the numbers are climbing not declining the appointments are 

hard to book and whereas we as a district where are we we're failing them these three 

words equate to me watching videos of our children in elementary crying daily and 

struggling to understand their lessons their creativity is gone their hands on learning from 

others in discussions and learning new ideas with different perspectives from their peers is 

gone with no end in sight given this is so beyond hurtful and it brings tears to my eyes to 

watch these littles who have such a big heart a big brain and wanting it to be filled with 

knowledge love and power stop making them cry stop making them hurt stop making them 

sit behind a computer to learn it's not working when my child has been in the eye doctor 

three times since September for migraines swollen eyes watery eyes from staring at a 

computer with an end result of having to be prescribed reading glasses in fourth grade age 

10. that is very unsettling they are our why not the government not the governor and if the 

BOE members and superintendent of our schools were fully engaged in our why we 

probably would have avoided some of those three words we need to get rid of the 
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naysayers and bring in the yes people the ones that want to get this in motion the ones that 

are on phones every minute with other school districts in our state to see how they are 

doing it what their plan has been and how it has worked we cannot make this a guessing 

game of what ifs this has to be an engaged process for all a process of communication with 

parents consistently I may get one here and there and i may not get an email at all 

sometimes with results the system is failing already the guidelines are failing already but 

why if you're making exceptions for these failing then we can lower the six feet to three feet 

with no problem I have to see posts of staff this is very important it's only an example it's 

not me portraying that no one deserves anything but i have to see posts of staff on 

Wednesdays eating smiling and enjoying a day of planning while being catered to this 

doesn't make me upset like I said because I think they don't deserve it our teachers and our 

staff and our saints pride deserve it but this upsets me because it is a time that these 

children are losing instruction I am home with them helping them on a lesson plan that 

may just be a 30 minute one out of a whole day's work instead my child is waking up by 10 

rolling out of bed signing in just doing what he or she needs to do to get through the day 

meanwhile teachers on Wednesdays are enjoying their time together don't you think that's 

a slap in our children's face to me that's kind of a gloating interpretation of that it's kind of 

disappointing and in our district staff you want to censor what we write or post on 

Facebook Fairbanks page then censor yourselves when I voted to be in school two 

Wednesdays a month that wasn't supported by teachers that was impossible they said no 

it's not that's an example clearly that shows why it was not improved at least that's how i 

interpret it the missing work the incomplete work the emails daily that are is literally being 

put on these children so much more work on the staff parents and children these kids that 

are normally a national honor society are failing my child is not a national honor child in 

10th grade he isn't a student he isn't an a student either and that is being realistic but you 

know what he is now below average because he's given grades to just pass just get through 

what you need to do just give it to him because the work was turned in it's not when i look 

at it a complete work i have told teachers not to give my son a passing grade just to put him 

through you are failing him and he is going to be unsuccessful if that keeps reoccurring we 

should have a choice a choice to send her children and a choice to be remote that survey 

needed to be out months ago the surveys need to be public there needs to be public 

knowledge of what these survey results are not us parents emailing for them these kids are 

masked and that's a different battle but if it means I’m in school five days so be it if it's 

sports if it is sports if sports can carry on then my children need to be educated that is way 

more important our pediatricians are urging schools to open urging them to do whatever it 

is that they need to do to open our school to write by your community and the children of 

this community that take pride in our district and have saints pride we can do this but we 

all have to do our part don't give false hope stop with the excuses about transportation and 

substitutes not being available I’m 100 sure the parents can work that out we have a due 

diligence to our children in this community first and foremost thank you for your time and i 

hope you hear what we're trying to say thank you 
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Carla are you here to speak thank you okay um thank you for sharing your concerns with 

us this evening um did you ask that you uh also look at our website for any updates 

regarding issues and listen to the connect that's ed messages sent to parents and no other 

students addition if you haven't already signed apart i recommend that you do that for 

regular updates these avenues as well this does move us on to our student representative 

report Caitlin i don't know if it's because of the nicer weather or our new sports kicking off 

but there has been an overall morale boost in the high school at least i've noticed that 

we've also seen a few more faces in school consistently with WEMOCO kids now coming to 

school four days a week which is awesome to have more people in our classroom that we 

can interact with and talk with like i said we're really excited about our sports kicking off 

again executive council has hung posters to recognize those athletes from those sports so 

we're just really thrilled for our teams national honor society is having a can and bottle 

fundraiser to raise money for cords for graduation for the seniors a new tablecloth and a 

few other expenses so if you have any camps and bottles that you would like to donate you 

can take them to the north twilight family redemption center and that fundraiser goes 

through the end of the week you can just drop them off and say that they are national for 

national honor society we would really appreciate that we also have the Churchville 

challenge being hosted by executive council next Tuesday it's going to be a night of trivia 

social distance teamwork challenges and art challenges as well so we're really excited 

about that so far we've only had one team sign up the sign ups were posted last week so 

we're hoping to have more teams sign up and have bigger turnout but we're just really 

looking forward to that event and being able to be in person with each other again and 

interact with our classmates but we're really excited the end is in sight of the school year so 

i know a lot of the students are a lot happier and are enjoying school a little bit more now 

so thank you can you say debate again that the uh candy drive goes to it goes to the end of 

the week i believe march 14th it's going to end i 

 

thank you next we have our superintendent update glory i just want to give an update in 

regard to athletics the winter sports season is coming to an end with a few teams 

participating in sectionals boys basketball at London this evening along with hockey first 

Brockport this evening so we're looking for results shortly and we do have our wrestling 

sectionals at Webster comments on Saturday morning so good luck to all of our athletes the 

full two season as we've described before is underway now with an abbreviated season to 

conclude in April and then the spring season will begin again a couple weeks later than 

normal with a shortened season i would like to thank our athletic director mike and all of 

our coaches for their hard work and coordination to provide these opportunities for our 

students in regard to the reopening planning our committee which is comprised of teachers 

and administrators to address the number uh age 20 yeah and there are a lot of teachers 

that are there our parents also they have students in the district so we have about 20 so 

we've met twice we're meeting tomorrow uh for a half day we're meeting Friday and we're 

meeting Monday it is our hope we have two bombs one is a reopening of the spring 
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potentially fourth quarter that's what we're looking to do and the other is a full opening in 

September so those are the goals of that committee and so we hope we have some 

resolution and options to be able to share up with our larger community later we have 

advocated for reduced social distancing with the new York state department of health 

commissioner Zucker as well as the governor we are determining ways to provide 

increased in-person construction as well as maintain instructional consistency excuse me 

for our full remote students so that it continues to be an area that we have to take a look at 

and the reason for that is right now we have 170 elementary students 206 middle school 

students and 268 high school students that are full remote so that is a group of students 

that we do have to also take a look at should we increase and when we increase in person 

time it is our intention to finalize a proposed plan to share with the board of education and 

school community hopefully at the end of next week if not sooner and again once the spring 

reopening is planned a full reopening for the fall will be the next step for this committee in 

regard to spring event planning it appears that we will have the ability to plan outdoor 

events to celebrate milestones such as the junior prom and senior ball in addition the high 

school is currently assessing potential options for a full graduation for the class of 2021. 

right now we're looking at both outdoor and indoor venues and know that things are 

changing every week so we cannot and we don't want to commit yet to an outdoor venue 

or indoor venue until we wait a few more weeks but we have definitely the high school has 

a couple of options available but we were given a go ahead today given what is happening 

across new York state with venues opening to 150 250 up to 500 individuals there is a 

testing requirement that initially is being asked for right now but we do believe in a couple 

of weeks that might go away so again we're working toward those events we are going to 

continue to work collaboratively in the county um as all of you know all the 

superintendents work together we meet weekly for at least an hour and a half talking with 

one another around what's happening in each of our districts what um what the reopening 

communities in each of our district are working toward we also have the western new york 

finger lakes task force that is going to begin advocating for new york state department of 

health to adopt the cdc regulations for the flexibility of social distancing so as not to have to 

purchase barriers we also want the ability to provide musical events increase student 

capacity on our buses and in our cafeterias to support reopening so those are two areas 

that we'll continue to have challenges with in regard to vaccination we are monitoring the 

increased number of teachers and staff who have been vaccinated at this time we have 370 

teachers of which 195 have self-reported to be scheduled or vaccinated we have 445 staff 

of which 90 have self-reported to be scheduled or vaccinated we will do another update on 

Friday we anticipate that this will be much increased um in this time frame so that's going 

to actually report 

 

program action items we do have a committee on special education uh recommendations 

that are in your packet motion to approve those Leon second by Amy all those in favor and 
opposed 
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um we have no uh discussion items under program but moves us under personnel we do 

have uh first action item civil service 211 waivers um uh for Bill Sanborn motion to adopt 
this resolution mike g second by my guy all those in favor 

opposed right and a classified and non-classified personnel action items we have a motion 

beyond second by kathy all those in favor opposed or needing to abstain and we do have a 

discussion item of first reading um modification to our policy 6550 which is leaves of 

absence if you have questions regarding this they go to larry okay that's the first reading 

business action items there's an annual legal notice for budget and candidate vote motion 

to adopt the resolution approving the annual budget legal notice on the legal notice you just 

have some minor modifications working changes i don't want to check that before you 

basically right now we're just going to the normal maple as you saw last year that changed 

right up the last minute but we're anticipating it should be the same um and we're also 

anticipating that the pandemic would be part of the rationale to go to an absentee ballot 

but in addition hey you have a motion to adopt the resolution see second by kathy elbows 
in favor opposed 

and the pandemic plan for district-wide safety plan that we had presented for us and 

motion to adopt the resolution in approving the pandemic plan john second by kathy all 

those in favor 

opposed board of education meeting calendars in your package for 2021 2022 we have a 

motion to approve those board meeting dates for that school year Amy seconded by mike 

all those in favor we're unopposed 

There’s no discussion items under business committee and event reports we'll start with c 

uh Saturday I helped with the set building for the music 

I attended flash yesterday and title one parent advisory ads this Thursday 

 

I had my uh information exchange zoom on 24th about college admissions and how that 

landscape has changed so it's actually interesting and then i have my own for this month 
tomorrow 

 

um i did a legislative meeting and we had a debrief from our meeting with the Brandon 

legislators that we've done the month before we reviewed all the meetings we'd had with 

our local legislators and we have quite a push to continue to end we can see Giulio big 

schools of what it's going to take to do that we also met with harry Branson Frank and Lori 

and my son foreign was very responsive to us he talked a lot about in great length about the 

problems with the budget there's still a lot of systemic problems that the governor 
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proposed in the budget that's really going to affect our funding he had a very good grasp of 

the issues and made a very good conversation about that we also talked to him about 

reopening and some of the things that we have put in place to help us do that and then 

Cheryl and I did the renault economy school boards association leadership dinner last 

Wednesday night and all the board presidents and vice presidents all talked about school 

reopening what all the schools we're doing and all the things that we can do to help 

facilitate that and I’m working with the outreach committee communications committee 

and we're meeting again on Thursday to talk about another um publication about all the 

factors that are involved in reopening the schools in the draft that we're going to review on 

Thursday so there's been lots and lots of work about all the districts needing and trying 

really hard to come up with different ways to deal with um everybody who tells us what to 

do they all tell us we can open and they all tell us what to do but they don't tell you all the 

rules they've put in place that we have to work with so we're doing lots of advocacy and 

we'll continue to do that until we can open and be fully funded and do all the things we 

need to do to meet the needs of our kids that's certainly what we're all about um yeah 

that's it okay um just one more thing to add on the board leaders meaning i think what we 

learned that evening is uh the monroe county schools at large are largely in the same 

position right now we have a lot in common all trying to look at what we have available in 

our district to do this the other thing that we learned because there is representatives from 

the city of Rochester there as well for their school district even though we're in the same 

vicinity we do have different types of issues that we're faced with uh the city tribe uh the 

city representation tried to make us aware they are in slightly different situations than 

what maybe the monroe county based schools are looking at so we we tried to understand 

basically the premises that we all have and looking for greater gratitude to solve these 

problems and then what maybe we feel with that response to and to continue advocating 

and doing that and and working together makes us stronger and i think we felt that at these 

meetings i did also attend the district's wellness uh meeting that was this past Wednesday i 

believe it wasn't either but um that was uh a regularly scheduled week that uh we're 

looking at some curricular things that that they're looking to push into gym classes and 

health classes related to uh student wellness and student initiatives and standards that 

they have struggled on so i think that's it uh we do have a nest uh necessary move into 

executive session so i mean i have a motion to move into executive session Steve uh Mike 

thank you. 


